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SUMMARY

The method to predict the smoke movement in atrium during fire ræing reduced
scale model is presented. In this method, it is necessary that the simila,rity is estab
lished, so the scaling law to secure the similarity a¡d the results of the experiments
according to the scaling law a¡e also presented.

The scaling law was derived by dimensional analysis of the governing equations (con-
tinuity, conservation of momentum and conservation of energy) and the boundary
condition at the flames and the wall.

Experiments were conducted in two stages. At first, the simila,rity was examined by
the experiments using two kind of reduced model (l/10 and l/25 model). The tem-
perature profile and the visualized smoke movement of two models were compared
and it was confirmed that the phenomena took place in almost similar mannel.

Then, compa¡ison of the phenomena in real scale and reduced scale model was
ca¡ried out and the similarity was also confirmed.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent ye¡r,ls a number of buildings including a large atrium have been constructed
in Japa.n. Such a large space in a building is open, therefore very attractive in design,
and becomes public space because various people utilize it. So, it is necessary to
confirm the safety in such a space and from the standpoint offire safety engineering,
it is necessary to develop a method to estimate the smoke movement in the atrium.

Several methods have been studied for predicting the movement of smoke during a
fire. However, this phenomenon is turbulent natural convection and it is difficult to
obtain a solution analytically. Then in the present paper we shall try to predict the
smoke movement in atrium by using a scale-model.

If the smoke movement in the atrium is considered to be governed primarily by
the fire plume, the scaling law can be selected from the study by Quintiere[1]. Be-
cause the phenomenon is unstead¡ however, only a few experiments, for example,
Emori's[2], show the validity of the scaling law.

To begin with, experiments were conducted using two models of which scale ratio
is 2.5. Results of two difrerent scale model (vertical temperature profile) were com-
pared by adjusting the elapsed time with scaling law. Secondary e:çeriments were
ca¡¡ied out using one.fortieth model of the actual building in which large space is
included and results were compared in the sarne manner.

In addition to the measurement of temperature, smoke movement was visuaìized
using lazer light sheet.
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SCALING LA\M

The l,<lpic chose¡r here is he¿i, flux and air llow i¡r l,he atriur¡r. As l,hese pheuoruerra a¡e

unsteady, the scaling law is the conditions under which the elapsed time for difrusion
of heat and flow is similar. Then, the scaling law is drived from the r-parameters
which are deduced by dimensional analysis of governing equations (continuity, con-
servation of momentum and conservation of energy) and the boundary conditions.

Governing equations can be written to the equations (1)-(3) based on the following
assumptions.

o neglect of the diffusion of mass

o assumption of incompressible fluid and bussinesq approximation

o modeling of Reynalds stress and heat transfer using eddy,kinematic viscosity
and heat transfer coefficient

o negìecl, of fhe energy dissipa,tion
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where u; and u, are velocity vector, p is density, p is pressure, g¡ is'gravity accel-
eration, veclor, p ip the coefficient of thermal expansion, á is temperature, z¡ is the
eddy kinemaiic viscosity. cn is specific heat unde¡ consta¡t pressure, o¡ is the_ eddy.
heai transfe¡ .o"mèi.ni,'#a q is rate of heat generation. '

Then, lhe above equations (eq.(1)-(3)) can be made öinensionlesq by'introduçing
following normalizing parameters and accompanying dimensionless va¡iables:

' normalizing parameters

characteristic length, -f, s

characteristic velocity, ue

characteristic time, ls
characteristic heat generation rate, Qq
characteristic temperature difference and ambient temperal,uiri, A0 s, 0 o

characteristic pressure difrerence and ambient pressure, A¡porpo

(4)
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. dimensionless va¡iables
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a-nd g,b-i91t f et¡rat, (A9M/A?R) becomes unity on the bounda¡y. Conseguently
the similárity law is as follows;- , ti,' , )' .'-ì¡ ,,.,: . -'

And following four dimensionless variables (n's) are given.

n(Q)= I Lu1"l2
LL"l = n(L)312

:
n

n

t

u)

[+]''' = n(L)'\t2

ap)

(10)
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where subscripts .R and M stand for real scale and model, respectively.

BOUNDARY CONDITION

As shown in the process of deriving the scaling law, n(Aá) = I is assumed. The

similarity of the shapeiand characteristics of the flame, and the ratio of the heat

absorbed by the watl to the heat flux of smoke lârver were considered as the boundary

condition.

Similarity of û¿ime

Configuration of fire frame is represented as eqùatibn (11)t4].

ti = ilq-)

ai:#
where .L¡ and D are height and diamete¡'of'flame and Q is released heat rate.
If n(Q) = n(L)ol2 is satisfied, then

,^. \ n(8) n(L\'lznwt)=w:ry

= n(L)sl2

Therefore iI n(D) is equal to n(.[), n(Qi) becomes unity. In other words, if the heat

generation nte Q is controlled as n(Q) -- n(L),lz a¡d the diameter of flame D is

similar to -L, the configuration of the flame becomes similar'

l0wpwcw)u1
l$*p."*)^l

Selection of material of wall

Simplifying the mechanism of surface lieal tiaiisfC¡, thãõürfaci temperature of the

wall is considered to be equal to the smoke layer. The condition that the heat

absorbed by the wall is proportional to Q x't gives following equation;

sl2

(ll)

(r2\

( 13)n(\ypy¡cy) =

;

Lu

!r
Whe¡e À¡az is heat conductivit¡ py is deniitj and cfi,ïs specific heat of the wall.
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EXPERIME¡{ÎAr SETUP.
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1. Experiment for comparison_between reduced scale models.

The scale length were determined on the supposition that the atrium is five
stories high. Two scale modeles, 7f25, 1/10, were. used in the experiments.
Figure I shows the plan and cross section of the models. Material of the wall
was selected according to equation (13). It suggests that a concrete wall in
real scale corresponds to cork in ll25 scale, and ceder in l/10 scale. so the
wall of the models were made of cork and hard board, respectively.

2. Experiment for comparison between actual and reduced scale,models.

In this series of experiments, the similarity law is valided by comparison be-
tween results of actual and reduced models. The building chosen as the subject
of study is the former KOKUGIKAN suMo HALL and reduced,mbdel is 1/40
of it. Figure 2 shows plan and croos section. wall and ¡oof of the reduced
model was made of veneet and rock wool, respectively.
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Fig.l Plan and section of modeles (A:1125, B:l/10)
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Fig.2 Plan and cross section of the reduced model of
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Measurement and visualization

The temperatures in the space and openings were measured by cc thermecouples
at the points as shown in Figurg l-and 2. Jhe smoke moyement was visualized
by the argon lazer light sheet (aw) and it was reco¡ded by photographs and video
system. so, one face of the reduced model was made of the transparent acryl board.

Flames and smoke generator

The diameter of the fire in a real scale was assumed to be 1.5m, and the glass funnel
stuffed with small ,stones was used as a burn.er. :The diameter of the burner was
determined by the scale ratio. Propane was used as fuel and it was controlled by
the mass flow contro]le¡. As combustion gas of propane is too clea¡ to visualize, a
smoke ball made of gunpowder and small chips of wood was used. I

RESULTS

comparison of the temperature and the smoke movement of the reduced
scale modele

From Figure 3, it can be"concluded that the'vertical t"rnp"r"t*i profile and the
smoke movement of both series of experiment are almost similar, Bowever, the tem-
perature of the smoke layer in series B is higher than that in series.A and n(aá) = 1
is not exactly established as a result. It is considered that these disagreements are
cause by follovings. - .i....:: ,:.1r::... r: .:. " .Ír,.Ìi::, ':.;r.-..r';,.: ,. .':)'.,,. a.-

o difierence of mechanisrn of radi¿tion ,, . i

o efrect of heat transfer between smoke layer a¡d surface . --' .

o change oJ combiróioä rinechanisli of piopq.i¡

o effect of energy related to Dc number which is not conserved as scale changes
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Fig.3 Comparison of the vertical temperature profile

and the smoke movement of the reduced scale models

Comparison'of the phenonrena between real ar¡d retlucqd ecale urodel

Figure 4 shòws the change of the v,ertical temperature profile of the actual build-
ing and the r'educed model experiménts. The temperature in actual building was I

mesured at the former KOKUGIKAN SUMO HALL in 1984 just before it was de-

stroyed and the data was offe¡ed by the Tokyo Metropolitan Fire Boa¡d. The tem-
perature ìüas meas¡ured every 9 seconds in the reduced model (1/40) experiments
and it corresponds to 1 minute in the real scale. In the experiments conducted
at KOKUGIKAN, about 600kg of cloths was burned as fire source and it's weight
change is shown by a sblid line in Figure 5. In the case of the reduced model
experiments, the heat released rate is approximated as shown in Figure 5.

The temperature profile in both scale e:rperiments shows good agreement at the
position far from flames (Figures 4(b),4(d),4(e)), except that the temperature in
the actual scale experiment is slightly higher than that in the reduced model at
the upper patt. In the actual scale experiments, horvever, high temperatures were

measured when heat released rate was large (the elapsed,time f¡om 3 to 9 minutes) at
the position nea¡ the flames (Figures 4(a),4(c)), therefoie rema¡kable disagreement

between actual and reduced model was observed. It may be due to the radiation from
flames which efrected the thermecouple especially in the case of the heat release i"
rate being large and the complex flow near the flames just after ignition'

Figure 6 shows the smoke movement in the reduced model visualized by the argon

lazer light sheet. The thickness of the smoke layer measureil in the actual scile
experiment is shown in Figure 7. From compa.tison of these ¡esults, the smoke

layer in the reduced model grew faster than that in the actual model.Eowever, the
difrerence is negligible and the experimental method using the reduced model is
efrective for predicting the smoke movemeñt in the atrium.'
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Heat release rate setting in reduced

scale model experiments

Time Heat ¡elease rate

0 - 18 sec 0.222kcalfs
18 - 36 sec 0.934 kcal/s

36 - 54 sec ' 0.800 kcal/s

54 - 72 sec ' 0;445 kcal/s

0

0246 Time in real scale
(minutes)

Time in'reduced scale,
(seconds)

8

0 ,:18 36 54 72

I'ig.5 Experimental condition of heat release rate

(a) 27 seconds (b) 36 seconds

Fig.6 Visualization of smoke movement in reduced scale model
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Fig.7 Smoke movement in real scale model
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